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The most up-to-date guide to construction dewatering and groundwater control In the past dozen

years, the methods of analyzing and treating groundwater conditions have vastly improved. The

Third Edition of Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control, reflecting the most current

technology and practices, is a timely and much-needed overview of this rapidly changing field.

Illustrated with hundreds of new figures and photographs and including numerous detailed case

histories, the Third Edition of Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control is a comprehensive

and valuable reference for both students and practicing engineers alike. Drawing on real-world

experience, the authors lead the reader through all facets of the theory and practice of this

fascinating and often complex engineering discipline. Discussion includes:  Dozens of case histories

demonstrating various groundwater control practices and lessons learned in groundwater control

and work performed Detailed methods of controlling groundwater by use of conventional dewatering

methods as well as vertical barrier, grouted cutoff, and frozen ground techniques Contracting

practices and conflict resolution methods that will help minimize disputes Alternatives and effective

practices for handling and treating contaminated groundwater Innovations in equipment and

materials that improve the performance and efficiency of groundwater control systems Practices and

procedures for success in artificial recharge Groundwater modeling to simulate and plan dewatering

projects Inclusion of dual U.S. customary and metric units throughout  Construction Dewatering and

Groundwater Control is an indispensable tool for all engineering and construction professionals

searching for the most up-to-date coverage of groundwater control for various purposes, the modern

ways to identify and analyze site-specific situations, and the modern tools available to control them.
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"Following an introduction to the origins and developments of dewatering technology, they offer

chapters discussing, among other topics, the geology of soils; hydrology of the ideal aquifer;

characteristics of natural aquifers; groundwater modeling, measurement, and monitoring; pumping

tests; pump theory; groundwater chemistry, bacteriology; contaminated groundwater; and piping

systems." (Book News, February 2008)

The most up-to-date guide to construction dewatering and groundwater control In the past dozen

years, the methods of analyzing and treating groundwater conditions have vastly improved. The

Third Edition of Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control, reflecting the most current

technology and practices, is a timely and much-needed overview of this rapidly changing field.

Illustrated with hundreds of new figures and photographs and including numerous detailed case

histories, the Third Edition of Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control is a comprehensive

and valuable reference for both students and practicing engineers alike. Drawing on real-world

experience, the authors lead the reader through all facets of the theory and practice of this

fascinating and often complex engineering discipline. Discussion includes:   Dozens of case

histories demonstrating various groundwater control practices and lessons learned in groundwater

control and work performed   Detailed methods of controlling groundwater by use of conventional

dewatering methods aswell as vertical barrier, grouted cutoff, and frozen ground techniques  

Contracting practices and conflict resolution methods that will help minimize disputes   Alternatives

and effective practices for handling and treating contaminated groundwater   Innovations in

equipment and materials that improve the performance and efficiency of groundwater control

systems   Practices and procedures for success in artificial recharge   Groundwater modeling to

simulate and plan dewatering projects   Inclusion of dual U.S. customary and metric units

throughout   Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control is an indispensable tool for all

engineering and construction professionals searching for the most up-to-date coverage of

groundwater control for various purposes, the modern ways to identify and analyze site-specific

situations, and the modern tools available to control them.



Had a binding problem not caught by QC.

This is by far the best and most comprehensive book on construction dewatering that I have ever

read. If you have the need, or curiosity to learn dewatering theory & application, this book will give

you all the information you need.

Lots of good information in this book. Invaluable for an engineer dealing with dewatering designs

Good book

very good book I enjoy reading and using too many words are taking much time from my beach tine

so ?

I am a geotechnical engineer with limited knowledge of groundwater dewatering. I just got this book

and have only browsed through Part Two: Practice so far. Contains lots of pictures with actual

project case history examples aiding clear detailed descriptions. Will serve as an awesome

reference for me.
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